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Language Features, Patterns, and Models for
Interactive Software
Brian Chin
University of California, Los Angeles
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Abstract. Interactive programs, those which continually consume input
and produce output, in contrast to the classic batch-processing method,
have become increasingly common. Yet most modern programming lan-
guages are derived from older ones, which were designed to program to-
wards a classic model. While well understood, programming interactive
software in these languages tends to force the programmer to manually
manage things which the language would otherwise handle automati-
cally. My dissertation research attempts to find new language features,
patterns, and programming models to aid the development of interactive
software.
1 Problem Description
A variety of application domains are interactive in nature: These programs con-
tinuously take in a stream of input, and produce a stream of output in return.
These programs do not necessarily have an obvious start and end condition. In
fact, they may intentionally not halt at all. I call these sorts of programs ex-
amples of interactive software. Common examples of these would be computer
games, programs with user interfaces, servers and web applications.
However common interactive programs are, they are generally coded in lan-
guages which are derived from the classic batch-processing model of computa-
tion. That model is exemplified by programs which take in one set of data at
program initialization and produce a set of output at program completion. At
the core of this model is procedural abstraction. Procedures also take a set of
input at the beginning (as arguments) and return output at the end (the return
values). Most current languages uses some form of procedure as the primitive
unit of abstraction within a program.
Procedures are an excellent way of hiding complexity from the programmer.
Local variables allow a programmer to use an arbitrary amount of non-persistent
data without having to allocate or deallocate resources for them. They are guar-
anteed not to change unpredictably even when nested procedures are called
(modulo taking addresses of variables, e.g. C). Local program state, in the form
of the current program counter within a procedure, is also maintained automat-
ically; a procedure can be called within any control structure, and the current
state of the execution is preserved.
2 Language Features, Patterns, and Models for Interactive Software
When implementing interactive software in procedural languages, the previ-
ous advantages are lost. Often such software is driven by a main loop, which
gathers data from the input sources (e.g. mice, keyboards, network, etc.) and
passes this data to the program to be processed. The fact that the main loop
exists implies that the main logic of the interactive program (contained in the
input handling code) must yield control back to the main loop each time new
input is desired. This alone removes many of the mentioned advantages of pro-
cedural abstraction. State stored in local variables is not preserved, and thus
must be manually stored. Nested logic, such as code which would be in a while
loop, would have to have its logic extracted from familiar control structures, and
manually implemented so that the logic can be re-entered “in the middle.” The
programs are more complicated than necessary, and more effort is required on
the part of the programmer.
The programming community has noticed this problem, and various mech-
anisms have been developed to manage the complexity of such systems. For
instance, the state design pattern [4] is a standard object-oriented pattern for
interactive software. It forms a type of state machine, where each state is imple-
mented using a class. It provides a common interface for all of the states, and
makes it easier to add new states in the future. A state machine object keeps
a reference to the current state, providing a place for future computation to
continue from. Despite these nice features, it does not change the fact that all
of the same issues mentioned previously must still be handled manually by the
programmer.
2 Goals
My core goal, first and foremost, is to make programming interactive software
easier. This can be done in a number of ways, including adding new features
to existing languages, finding new patterns in existing languages, and creating
entirely new languages. There are a several properties that would be desired in
any such approach:
1. Simplicity : A new approach should be simple and easy for a programmer to
use and read, and further minimize their workload.
2. Modularity : Normal procedural logic allows for complicated pieces of logic
to be separated into smaller pieces. A new approach should provide some
way of similarly dividing interactive logic into smaller pieces.
3. Extensibility : A new approach should provide a way to reuse old code to
implement new code.
4. Compatibility : A new approach, if interfacing with an existing language,
must not interfere with its model of computation. Thus there should exist a
mechanism for the extension to interact with the language as a whole.
5. Minimality : Any change to a language causes additional difficulty for a pro-
grammer, because they have to re-learn a portion of a language which they
already understand. Thus new approaches should minimize the necessary
changes to any underlying language.
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Clearly, not all of the above properties are achievable at the same time, but
any approach should try to provide as many of them as possible.
3 Approaches
I have investigated three different approaches to improving programming lan-
guages for interactive applications. The first is an extension to Java which adds
new language constructs to allow logic to be executed and paused separate from
the main program. The second describes an extension of the state design pattern
which in exchange for adding additional constraints provides several useful sorts
of extensibility. I have developed and published papers on these approaches. The
third and final approach is a new language which utilizes new observations I have
made on the nature of interactive software.
3.1 ResponderJ
The first approach is to modify existing languages (such as Java). As a brand
new language feature changes to Java are necessary, but I still need to ensure
the language feature is compatible with Java. My solution is an extension of
Java called ResponderJ [2], which adds a new language feature called respon-
ders. Responders allow for objects to maintain the state of a piece of interactive
logic, along with their normal behavior. Responder code is written in a natural
procedural style. When necessary, its execution can be temporarily paused and
resumed later, passing control back to the main program in the interim. The
resource management in between is managed by the language, introducing some
of the conveniences of procedural programs to interactive ones. I adapted this
model to the Java object model, thus making responder code compatible with
vanilla Java code.
3.2 The Extensible State Machine Pattern
The second approach is to find solutions in existing languages using only well-
understood language features to approach the same problem. This requires more
work on the part of the programmer than ResponderJ, but by creating a general
approach which assumes minimal changes to the language, I hope to reduce
the mental strain on the programmer. My solution here was a modification of
the state design pattern that added a number of types of extensibility without
adding any language features [1]. It does this by placing a few coding constraints
on state machines, which allows my extensibility mechanisms to be used reliably.
With the addition of delimited continuations, an existing language feature in the
functional literature [3], yet another form of extensibility was added, making the
language capable of supporting many of the features of ResponderJ.
3.3 Interaction State Diagrams
My final approach is a full change of model. If procedural languages are ideal for
classical programs, then similarly there may be a model of execution and abstrac-
tion which will provide many of the same advantages to interactive languages. I
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have been exploring this particular topic, with special focus on a mechanism for
interfacing interactive components together which I have named interaction state
diagrams. These provide a mechanism for complicated pieces of interactive logic
to communicate in a regular, predictable way, while also indirectly providing
a natural documentation for the communication. This interface is impressively
flexible, allowing for both synchronous and asynchronous communication with
minimal additional architecture needed to support it.
This interface method also hints at ideas for a new language model, which
I intend to explore. For example, unlike method calls, protocols defined by in-
teraction state diagrams are not inherently nested, thus would operate best in
a language where such nesting is unnecessary. I am considering a number of
techniques to implement such a language.
3.4 Evaluation
I have evaluated ResponderJ and my extension to the state design pattern by
implementing several pieces of example code using the respective approach, and
comparing the new code against the old method. I also altered a portion of the
XML parsing library JDOM [5] to use each of these approaches, demonstrating
their utility. As for the interaction state diagrams, I have shown a few real-world
examples where such diagrams can describe complicated interaction which would
be difficult to show using existing techniques. The diagrams themselves must
follow a small number of rules to avoid invalid behavior. I will want to ensure
these rules guarantee that such behavior is avoided.
The evaluation of this sort of project is difficult. Ease of use is based around
programmer preference which can vary wildly from person to person. I hope to
show the community that my ideas are themselves easy to understand, and thus
would be easy to implement and use for future projects. I can also perform user
studies in the future to evaluate exactly how much benefit programmers gain
from these approaches.
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Abstract. Recent empirical studies of aspect-oriented design have stressed that 
the inaccurate modularisation of some concerns potentially leads to a plethora 
of non-obvious modularity flaws. Nowadays, modularity assessment is mostly 
supported by design heuristics rooted at conventional attributes such as module 
coupling, module cohesion, and interface complexity. However, such traditional 
module-driven assessments cannot be tailored to the driving design concerns, 
thereby leading to recurring false positives and false negatives in design 
evaluation processes. Our goal is to promote concerns as explicit abstraction in 
the design assessment process. We propose an assessment technique composed 
of (i) a concern-oriented measurement framework to support the instantiation 
and comparison of concern metrics, (ii) a set of concern metrics instantiated and 
formalised according to our measurement framework, and (iii) a representative 
suite of concern-sensitive heuristic rules for detection of design flaws. To 
evaluate our concern-oriented assessment technique, we are conducting a 
number of empirical studies which encompass a plethora of crosscutting and 
non-crosscutting concerns. 
1   Problem Description 
With the emergence of Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) [9], there 
is an increasing awareness that some system concerns might be the key factors to the 
deterioration of system modularity and the main cause of faults [2, 6]. A concern is 
any consideration that can impact the implementation of a program [11]. AOSD aims 
to enhance design modularisation through new composition mechanisms, such as 
pointcut-advice and inter-type declarations [9]. Aspects are new units of modularity 
for encapsulating crosscutting concerns, i.e. system properties that naturally affect 
many system modules. 
However, the achievement of modular aspectual designs is far from being trivial. 
Recent studies have shown that inaccurate separation of certain concerns with aspects 
leads to multiple concern-specific flaws [3, 8]. Even the “aspectisation” of 
conventional crosscutting concerns, such as exception handling [1, 6], concurrency 
control [8], and the Observer design pattern [8], might impose negative effects on the 
system modularity, including (i) increase on the number of undesirable concern 
couplings [3], and (ii) decrease on the cohesion of modules realising a certain concern 
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[8, 12]. These concern modularity flaws make the change and removal of the target 
concerns error prone [1, 6] and lead to the manifestation of ripple effects [3, 8]. 
The recognition that concern identification and analysis are important through 
software design activities is not new. In fact, there is a growing body of relevant work 
in the software engineering literature focusing either on concern representation and 
identification techniques [2, 11, 12] or on concern analysis tools [5, 11]. However, 
there is not much knowledge on the efficacy of concern-driven assessment 
mechanisms for design modularity and error proneness. Even though some works 
have started to define concern metrics [2, 4, 11, 12], there is a lack of design 
heuristics to support concern-sensitive assessment. 
Design heuristics are metrics-based rules that capture deviations from good design 
principles [10]. Concern heuristics would lead to a shift in the assessment process: 
instead of quantifying properties of a particular module, they would quantify 
properties of one or multiple concerns with respect to the underlying modular 
structure. To the best of our knowledge, there is no systematic study that investigates 
whether this category of heuristic rules enhances the process of (i) evaluating design 
modularity attributes, (ii) identifying error-prone realisations of design concerns, and 
(iii) detecting design anomalies, such as bad smells [7]. A bad smell is any symptom 
that indicates something may be wrong and it generally indicates that overall design 
should be re-examined [7]. 
In fact, the area of concern-oriented evaluation is still in its infancy and it also 
suffers from not subsuming to a unified terminology and formalisation of concern 
measurement. Even the terminology used in existing definitions of concern metrics is 
diverse and ambiguous by nature [4]. Hence, it is not straightforward the elaboration 
of concern heuristics relying on those poorly defined metrics. For instance, it is not 
clear in definitions of concern metrics the granularity of artefacts, ranging from 
architecture [12] to implementation-specific artefacts [2, 4], and the target concern 
modularity property (e.g., coupling, cohesion, or tangling). The terminology of 
concern relies on the jargon of specific research groups, thereby hampering: (i) the 
process of instantiating, comparing, and theoretically validating concern metrics, (ii) 
their adoption in academic and industry settings, (iii) independent interpretation of the 
measurement results, (iv) ways of composing concern metrics to systematically boost 
heuristic rules, and (v) replication of empirical studies using concern metrics. 
2   Goal Statement and Expected Contributions 
Our main goals are (i) to promote concerns as explicit abstraction in the heuristic 
design assessment, (ii) to provide formal definitions and automated support for 
concern-based heuristic rules and their composing metrics, and (iii) to empirically 
assess the efficacy of the concern-sensitive heuristics when compared with 
conventional ones. In the context of the previously described problems, the expected 
contributions of our PhD research are summarised as follows. 
1. A survey and critical review of (i) existing measurement frameworks, (ii) existing 
concern-oriented metrics, and (iii) metric-based heuristics rooted at conventional 
modularity attributes, such as coupling and cohesion. 
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2. A concern-oriented measurement framework [4] to support the instantiation and 
comparison of concern metrics. 
3. A set of concern metrics formalized according to our measurement framework and 
empirically evaluated whether they are useful to detect design flaws (and error-
prone code). 
4. A representative suite of concern-sensitive heuristic rules for (i) assessing the 
overall modularity of design-driven concerns and (ii) detection of specific design 
flaws including well known bad smells [7]. 
5. A fully implemented and documented tool for concern-oriented design assessment 
to support all elements of our heuristic assessment technique. 
6. A complementary set of empirical studies to evaluate different usefulness and 
usability facets of our concern-oriented heuristic technique for assessment of 
design modularity and error proneness, including: 
a. Evaluation of the measurement framework’s generality through the 
instantiation of concern metrics and their application in empirical studies. 
b. Systematic investigation on the accuracy of the concern-sensitive heuristics 
in statistically relevant studies encompassing heterogeneous forms of 
crosscutting and non-crosscutting concerns. 
c. Quantitative and qualitative assessment of the positive and negative impact 
of aspect-oriented composition mechanisms and crosscutting concerns on 
evolving applications. 
3   The Proposed Solution 
Concern-oriented measurement framework. In order to address the formalisation 
of concern metrics, our PhD research proposes a concern-oriented measurement 
framework that supports the instantiation and comparison of concern metrics. The 
proposed framework [4] subsumes a unified concern terminology and criteria in order 
to lay down a rigorous framework to foster the definition of meaningful and well-
founded concern metrics. In the definition of the measurement framework, we 
undertook an extensive survey of the state-of-the-art on concern measurement [4]. 
Concern-oriented metrics and heurists. In addition to a concern measurement 
framework, we are revisiting existing metrics-based heuristic rules and proposing 
innovative concern-sensitive design heuristics based on a suite of concern metrics. 
The proposed design metrics and heuristics have the distinguishing characteristic of 
exploiting concerns as explicit abstractions in the design assessment process. The goal 
of concern metrics is the association of quantification with concern properties. 
Besides, concern-sensitive heuristics targeted at enhancing the modularity assessment 
process by detecting two overlapping categories of modularity flaws, namely 
crosscutting concerns and classical bad smells [7]. Furthermore, we are investigating 
concern-sensitive heuristics as mechanisms to support the detection of (i) faults 
related to crosscutting concerns [1] and (ii) refactoring opportunities [13]. 
Automated support. To effectively employ our concern measurement approach, it 
is imperative to provide automated support to reduce the burden on identifying and 
representing design concerns as well as applying concern metrics and heuristic rules. 
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An initial architecture model and a prototype tool [5] to support the proposed 
assessment technique have already been defined. The final implementation of our tool 
might provide the following functionality: (i) concern representation in a hierarchical 
model (Concern Model), (ii) means to project concerns onto artefacts of detailed 
design and implementation (Concern Manager), (iii) a reasonable set of concern 
metrics instantiated by our framework (Metric Collector), and (iv) an extensible set of 
concern-sensitive heuristics (Rule Analyser). 
Empirical evaluation. To evaluate the generality of the proposed concern 
measurement framework, in the first year of our research we demonstrated the 
framework instantiation and extension of a number of concern metrics [4]. We also 
discussed how the proposed measurement framework can help to point out limitations 
on the used metrics, and assist the planning of new experimental replications. Now 
(second year), this Doctoral research is focusing on a statistically relevant evaluation 
on the accuracy of concern-sensitive heuristics in a number of empirical studies. We 
have already selected eight representative applications [3, 6, 8] which encompass 
heterogeneous forms of crosscutting and non-crosscutting concerns. For example, in 
one application [3] we target at systematically verifying the suitability of aspect-
oriented composition mechanisms for designing stable and modular software product-
line designs. Software product lines [3] represent a common and important 
technology to support the derivation of a wide range of applications. In the last year 
of our research, we expected that the collected data might be relevant to draw 
conclusions regarding the usefulness of concern-sensitive heuristic assessment to 
detect design anomalies. 
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Abstract. Metadata-based component is a component or a framework that 
processes its logic based on the metadata of the class whose instance it is 
working with. Many frameworks use this approach to increase the flexibility 
and the reuse in applications. But all those frameworks are created by the 
experience of the developers, because there are not documented techniques or 
best practices for the development of this kind of component. This work 
proposes the development of a model for metadata-based components, to ease 
the development of flexible software components and increase the application 
reuse degree. 
1   Problem Description 
There are many ways for a component or a framework to be reusable and adaptable. 
Specialization of the component classes and implementation of its interfaces, allows 
the application to extend the behavior and to adapt it to its needs [1]. For instance, the 
use of dependency injection, allows the client to insert the instances that composes the 
component [2], changing the behavior based on the class and information of the 
instance inserted. Combining these techniques, the developer combines composition 
and inheritance to enable flexibility and reuse in the component. These techniques are 
used in design patterns to document common solutions for some recurrent problems 
in object-oriented applications [3]. 
The attribute-oriented programming is a program-level marking technique that 
allow developers to mark programming elements (e.g. classes and methods) to 
indicate application-specific or domain-specific semantics [4]. Metadata-based 
components can be defined as components that use class metadata in runtime to 
process its logic. The metadata can be stored not only using annotations, but also in 
external files (usually as XML documents), databases or programmatically. The 
metadata can also be configured implicitly using name conventions [5].  
Metadata-based components and attribute-oriented programming had some 
intersection but they are not the same thing. In metadata-based components the 
metadata can be stored in other ways and in attribute-based programming the use of 
the attributes can also be done to generate code or modify classes [6].  
The following are examples of metadata-based frameworks and APIs: Hibernate 
[7] and JPA [8] uses metadata to create an object-relational mapping and to manage 
events in different phases of an instance persistence process; EJB [8] uses metadata to 
configure how the container is going to control some non-functional features, like 
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transaction strategy and access control policy; JUnit [9] identifies test and life cycle 
methods of a test class by metadata. 
The use of metadata allows the component to use different rules for objects of 
different classes. This way, the component can replace behaviors usually 
implemented manually in the application. This increases the application’s amount of 
reuse and allows the component to be used in different situations. The use of metadata 
can save a great amount of hand-written program code without losing the semantics of 
the application [10]. 
All existent metadata-based components are created based only on the experience 
of its developers, because there are not documented techniques or best practices for 
dealing with metadata. This reduces the opportunities of using metadata in situations 
that it is appropriate.  
2   Goal Statement 
The thesis statement of this proposal is: “Create a metadata-based components model, 
to ease the development of flexible software components and increase the application 
amount of reuse”. This model must be a reference for solving design problems about 
how to deal with metadata in this kind of component. The model must be also the 
basis for other studies about metadata-based components. 
This work investigates the following key questions about the metadata-based 
components: (1) What are the characteristics that metadata-based components had in 
common?; (2) What kind of problems can be addressed using metadata-based 
components?; (3) What are the design requirements that may appear in this kind of 
components because of the use of metadata?; (4) How are the existent metadata-based 
components designed? How do they deal with class metadata?; (5) How much amount 
of reuse can an application get using a metadata-based component?; (6) How much 
easier and faster is to develop an application using a metadata-based component? 
3   Approach  
To investigate about metadata-based components, seeking for an abstraction of its 
characteristics and concepts, three different strategies are being followed, namely: 
1. The existent metadata-based components will be analyzed, looking for what 
problem is solved with metadata, how it is designed and how it is internally 
structured. The abstraction of those solutions will lead the research for suitable 
patterns for solve metadata problems. 
2. There are two open source metadata-based frameworks, SwingBean [11] and 
Esfinge [12], developed by the author of this proposal. They are currently used by 
some large and medium scale applications in production. There is not metrics to 
measure the result of their use in practice, but qualitatively can be affirmed that 
there was an improvement in productivity and flexibility. Those frameworks will 
be refactored to study the implementation of the patterns found and to analyze 
how their use influence the application and framework flexibility.  
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3. Other minor case studies of metadata-based components are also going to be 
developed. These case studies are intended to explore the concepts of metadata-
based components and to experiment the patterns found in different situations. 
Using the knowledge obtained by these tree different strategies, some design 
patterns for application in metadata-based components will be identified and 
documented. These patterns are going to be presented as a pattern language that 
addresses the most important aspects about dealing with metadata in components. The 
structure of this pattern language will address patterns for metadata creation and 
management, logic processing based on metadata and for metadata use applicability. 
This pattern language is considered the main contribution of this work. 
To formalize the identified structural characteristics of this kind of component, the 
internal architecture will be documented using an Architecture Description Language. 
The objective is to create a formal description of the internal components and their 
relationship.  
4   Validation 
The work will be validated both quantitatively and qualitatively. The qualitative 
validation will occur during the research, comparing the patterns and the model to 
existent frameworks and using them in case studies. The case studies will validate if 
the proposed patterns fulfils some flexibility requirements about metadata 
manipulation. To validate that the application of the proposed model in a component 
really improve the reuse degree of the software that uses it, an experiment will be 
accordingly defined. 
In this experiment, the same problem will be addressed using tree kind of 
approaches: (a) without frameworks; (b) with a framework without the use of 
metadata (traditional framework) and (c) with a metadata-based framework. The goal 
of the experiment is to have different solutions with the same interface and behavior 
developed in a controlled environment, which can be used to do a comparative study. 
There will be at least tree teams, each one with a different problem. The experiment 
will use groups of undergraduate students of the object orientation course. A larger-
scale experiment would be better, but that would not be really practical. The 
following phases will be considered: 
• Phase 1: The teams have to solve the problem without using frameworks. There 
will be an interface that they must use in the implementation. Some automated 
integration tests will be developed to ensure that the behavior is correct. 
• Phase 2: The teams have to develop a traditional framework to help someone to 
solve similar problems that they solve in Phase 1. The documentation for this 
framework must be created. 
• Phase 3: The teams have to exchange the problems and implement the same 
problem of Phase 1 with the framework developed in Phase 2. The same tests 
created in Phase 1 must execute successfully. 
• Phase 4: The team that developed the framework in Phase 2 has to evolve it by 
using the metadata-based approach. The metadata-based component model 
developed must be used. The team must suitably document the framework. 
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• Phase 5: A new team that did not already dealt with the problem have to 
implement it using the metadata-based component created in Phase 4. The same 
tests created in Phase 1 must execute successfully. 
A comparative study will be made based on the solutions created by the students in 
the experiment. Some metrics will be used to analyze quantitatively each approach. 
Examples of metrics are amount of reuse [13] and dynamic coupling [14]. The 
students will also answer some questionnaires for a qualitative analysis of the 
experiment. It will address issues about the application and framework development, 
like the difficulty to understand the API and to develop the solution. 
The main goal of the quantitative study is to show that applications that use 
metadata-based components created using the proposed model have a greater amount 
of reuse compared to those created with classical frameworks techniques. The 
qualitative study should also detect that the implementation with metadata-based 
components is more productive and easier than using traditional frameworks. 
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Abstract. Relatively new dynamic languages such as Python, Ruby and
ECMAScript have become popular for rapid prototyping and general-
purpose development. These languages share many similarities but are
developed independently of each other, and little is known about the ex-
tent to which their object models are compatible. We already know that
the object models differ greatly from those used in traditional languages
such as C++ and Java. They also differ enough from the formal the-
ory of object-oriented languages that makes formal analysis of programs
written in these languages next to impossible. We propose extending the
existing object-oriented formalisms to cope with the dynamic features
used in these languages, as well as delimiting the extent to which these
features are not compatible with current analysis techniques.
1 Problem
Functional languages such as Scheme and Haskell are underpinned by formal
theoretical frameworks that describe their operation [1–3]. Formalisations of lan-
guages are useful for analysing the complexity and equivalence of programs in
those languages; making judgements about the security, safety, and correctness
of programs; comparing the relative expressiveness or power of languages; mak-
ing guarantees about the correctness of various program transformations; and
so on.
While some progress has been made towards formalizing Java [4, 5], to date
most theoretical work on object-oriented languages has proceeded without en-
coding any particular language, instead focussing on formal type theories of an
abstracted “ideal” object-based language.
This has resulted in two related areas of research remaining unexplored.
Firstly, existing formalizations are unsuitable for use as a base calculus for de-
veloping a virtual machine for executing object-oriented programs, due to their
use of constructs not seen in existing languages. Secondly, some features of mod-
ern dynamic object-oriented languages, such as changing the class of an object,
or replacing a method on a class, cannot be encoded in the existing formalisations
(without significantly complicating the encoding of a simple object).
For example, Python [6] appears to be a suitable language to be modelled by
the ς-calculus [7]. Objects are simple “dictionary” mappings of names (labels)
to attributes (methods). Classes are merely another type of object, encoded in
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class P(object):
m = 0
# Create an object ’p’, an instance of ’P’
p = P()
# Prints ’0’
print p.m
# Mutate the ’P’ class
P.m = 1
# Prints ’1’
print p.m
Fig. 1: Python code demonstrating global update
the ς-calculus as a collection of “pre-methods”. However, the ς-calculus fails
to capture the side effect of mutating a class after objects have already been
instantiated from it.
Figure 1 lists a simple program written in Python that demonstrates this.
Accessing p.m after mutating p’s class P returns the mutated attribute value.
It is clear from the observed behaviour (and the language specification) that
the p object delegates to the P class for the m attribute. The attribute is not
simply copied onto the p object when it is created, as in the class encoding
suggested by Abadi and Cardelli [7].
Python is not a unique language in this respect: several modern dynamic
programming languages including Ruby [8] and ECMAScript (JavaScript) [9],
and older languages such as Smalltalk [10] and Self [11], exhibit this “global
update” behaviour.
2 Goal
We will develop one or more formal object calculi that describe the behaviour
of modern dynamic object-oriented languages such as Python. We expect to
achieve several outcomes:
Formal description and comparison of the dynamic languages. It is gen-
erally understood that the object models of Python, Ruby, Smalltalk and
other languages are quite similar. No literature exists that comprehensively
documents and compares the object models, irrespective of the other lan-
guage features.
Reduction of the dynamic object model into existing object formalisms.
We would like to find out to what extent the dynamic languages can be en-
coded simply into the object formalisms such as the ς-calculus. We already
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know that some features, such as global update, must be dropped; but some
core amount of the languages’ object models should be representable.
Extension of an object formalism to support dynamic object features.
We would like to discover new formalisms that describe as many features of
the dynamic languages as possible, without requiring complex or indirect
encodings, yet while still remaining susceptible to analysis.
An overriding theme in this research is that the current generation of dynamic
languages have an “ad-hoc” object model that is next to impossible to reason
about, short of executing the code. Besides the global update problem described
earlier, these languages allow objects to completely override the default message
dispatch mechanism. This can introduce arbitrary side-effects into a program
that appears on the surface to evaluate something as simple as an attribute
lookup.
Our goal, then, is to find these areas of difficulty where the languages be-
come “too dynamic” for analysis, and also to extend existing object formalisms
to describe as much as possible about the languages without reducing their ex-
pressiveness.
3 Approach
The development of a formal system that caters to dynamic languages requires an
incremental approach. We intend to extend Abadi and Cardelli’s typed object
calculus [7] with features for implicit and explicit delegation, mode switching
and overridable delegation. We have already developed a functional delegating
object calculus that handles the global update problem, and proven the subject
reduction theorem for a first-order type system in the calculus.
After prototyping these features in a functional setting, we will formalise
them for imperative use, which is necessary if we are to realistically model the
current generation languages.
Our other goals, describing the dynamic language object model and reducing
it into existing formalisations, can be achieved in concert with this development.
We expect that the findings in one calculus will reveal subtle points of difference
in others.
We will convince ourselves and others of the correctness of each formalism
we develop by continuing to prove standard theorems such as subject reduction
and type soundness.
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Abstract. Component based software development approach makes use of 
already existing software components to build new applications. Software 
components may be available in-house or acquired from the global market.  
One of the most critical activities in this reuse based process is the selection of 
appropriate components. Component evaluation is the core of the component 
selection process. Component quality models have been proposed to decide 
upon a criterion against which candidate components can be evaluated and then 
compared. But none is complete enough to carry out the evaluation. It is 
advocated that component users need not bother about the internal details of the 
components. But we believe that complexity of the internal structure of the 
component can help estimating the effort related to evolution of the component. 
In our ongoing research, we are focusing on quality of internal design of a 
software component and its relationship to the external quality attributes of the 
component. 
Keywords: Software Components, Component Based Software Development, 
Component design, Component quality, 
1   Introduction 
Component Based Software Development (CBSD) paradigm is based on reuse of 
already existing components to produce new applications. In a Component Based 
system, many different types of components are integrated such as in-house 
developed components or third party components. Third party components exist in 
two forms – commercial off the shelf (COTS) or Open Source. New components may 
need to be developed for the application in hand and then added to the component 
library for future use. It is believed that such an approach can reduce the development 
effort and time, and increase the productivity and quality of the software.  On the 
other hand maintenance of component based systems is still a major challenge. Such 
systems comprise of components from many different sources. Development and up 
gradation of these components is not in the control of the (system) development team. 
In the short run, we may be able to reduce the development effort and hence the cost, 
but in the long run may end up in increasing the maintenance cost.  
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This approach is different from the traditional way of software development. In 
this approach, the development process has two sides: Development of software 
components for reuse and development of software with reusable components as the 
building blocks.       
The main steps in development for reuse process are: 
1. Perform domain analysis 
2. Identify the components to be developed 
3. Develop the components 
4. Evaluate the components so that they can be added to the 
library 
5. Package the components and add to the library. 
The main steps in development with reuse [10] are as follows: 
1. Retrieve components from library (in house or third party) 
according to some need of the application under 
development, 
2. Evaluate the quality and appropriateness of the components. 
3. Adapt a component, if it cannot be reused as-is. 
4. Assemble the application  
5. Test the integrated assembly 
We observe in the above discussion that component evaluation takes place at two 
stages: when components are added to the library of reusable components and when 
they are selected for use in an application. In the latter case, context of use is also 
important for evaluation. 
Evaluation of software components requires answers to the following questions: 
1. What to evaluate? – To begin with, we have to determine the set of 
characteristics/attributes/properties of software components that we want to 
assess. In order to quantify these characteristics, each of them has to be 
decomposed into sub characteristics, which can be measured directly. For 
example maintainability expands to extensibility, modifiability.  
2. How to evaluate? – For every sub characteristic   identified, determine the 
set of metrics that we can use to measure it.  
We need to define a component quality model that categorizes the properties of 
interest of the components, and provides a set of metrics that can quantify these 
properties. A review of the research literature reveals that several component quality 
models have been proposed [2], [8], [22], [24]. But they are very general in nature. 
None of them gives a detailed view of the quality attributes and related metrics. 
2 Problem Description 
Software component design has two perspectives- external or interface design that is 
visible to the component user (component assembler), and internal design that is 
initially visible to the component developer only and later to the component 
maintainer too. It is a known fact that effort of software maintenance depends largely 
upon the internal structure of the software. If internal design of a software product is 
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not good, more cost (in terms of effort and time) will be involved in updating the 
product to meet changed requirements.  
In a component based software system, evolution of individual component 
becomes difficult because of lack of access to internal details of a component e.g. 
design, source code etc. Component user has to depend upon component developer to 
carry out the changes. This is the reason that vendor/developer support is very 
important in successful implementation and usage of a software component. 
Component user relies on the vendor or other users of the same component, for 
information regarding its functionality/quality features. Unfortunately, this 
information is not readily available. 
There is huge gap in the information provided by the component suppliers and 
information required by the component users [7]. Both the parties have not yet agreed 
upon a common framework for evaluation of software components. 
Several component quality models have been proposed in order to lay down the 
criteria to evaluate software components. But all except [24] do not address this issue 
of internal design. Internal design cannot be simply ignored, since some internal 
attributes of a component may provide an indirect measurement of its external 
characteristics. 
Metrics to evaluate internal design of the software components exist in the 
research literature [13], [14], [16], [21]. Most of them deal with coupling, cohesion, 
and complexity features only. We intend to prepare a framework of metrics to 
measure internal design of a software component from several other perspectives such 
as abstraction, Information hiding, polymorphism. The focus of this study is the 
components designed using object oriented design methodology.  
3 Related Work 
Metrics based evaluation of components and component based systems has been a 
topic of research in the recent past. Metrics for component based systems are 
presented in [3], [4], [17], [20], and [23].  Component oriented metrics can be studied 
across two dimensions – internal metrics and external metrics. Internal metrics 
measure the internal structure of the components and require access to the internals of 
the software component such as design or source code. Such information is not 
available to component users. External metrics are based on whatsoever information 
is available regarding the components such as interface, component documentation 
etc.  
Interface based metrics are discussed in [9], [15]. Bertoa et al has presented 
metrics to evaluate usability of software components in [6]. These metrics are based 
on information made available by the component vendors. Another metric set in this 
category is presented in [25] to evaluate reusability of software components. 
Internal metrics require access to the design or source code. Some of the metrics in 
this category are related to coupling and cohesion only [16], [21]. Complexity of the 
components can be measured using metrics available in [13], [14].   
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4 Significance of the Study 
Quality is customer satisfaction, and the customer of a software component is interested in external 
product attributes like functionality, reliability, verifiability, usability, integrity, reusability, 
maintainability, portability, and interoperability. Therefore, quantifying quality attributes requires 
external measures of a product. But the development team, responsible for the development of the 
software component , has access to and can control over the internal measures such as the software 
development process followed, the resources used(including human expertise) etc. Internal product 
attributes include size of the software component, abstractions used, information hiding, modularity 
(even distribution of responsibilities to classes), level of reuse, intra – component coupling, level of 
cohesion etc. The development team may paint rosy picture of the otherwise low quality component.  
Take an example of a component, which is developed – 
• With no sub classing 
• High levels of coupling 
Now this can be interpreted as - 
• The size of the component has increased, if it is measured in Lines 
of Code (LOC), because of less use of sub classing. This will lead 
to high price tag of the component, if size is taken as a factor for 
price determination. 
• At the time of maintenance, the change effort will increase because 
of (unnecessary) coupling, so cost of maintenance will also 
increase. 
 Metrics can be used to check as to up to which level a particular object oriented software 
component follows the principals of a good object oriented design. Good design leads to the ease of 
maintenance of the software. Poor quality comes from poor design, where internal structures and 
methods are exposed, resulting in complicated inter-dependencies that grow worse over time. The bad 
design choices may be made because of time to market pressure. A lot of work has been reported in the 
research literature that maps the internal measures of the object oriented designs to the external 
attributes of the software products [5], [12]. 
5 Aim of the Study 
Object oriented methodology presents various features, which help to meet the challenges of building 
complex and maintainable applications. Such features as inheritance, encapsulation, and abstraction can 
facilitate the developer to develop easily understandable and modifiable solutions for complex 
problems. Our goal in this research is to identify metrics that can quantify the usage of basic elements of 
object oriented design methodology in the internal design of software components.  
Several metrics to evaluate object oriented design has already been proposed by various researchers 
[1, 11]. Many of them are empirically as well as theoretically validated too. Cross validation studies of 
these metrics also exist. Our aim is not to add new metrics to this already existing volume of metrics. 
We intend to choose from this collection of metrics, a set of metrics which measure the usage of 
necessary elements of an object oriented design. 
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6 Research Methodology 
Research will be carried out in following stages: 
1. Identify the basic elements of an object oriented design. 
2. Prepare a list of metrics, to measure different aspects of object 
oriented design. 
3. Select a set of independent metrics from this list. 
4. Validate this set of metrics in the context of software components. 
7 Results Achieved so far 
We have studied the basic elements of the component based software development 
approach [18]. In this paper, several points of difference of the traditional software 
development from the modern component based software development are identified. 
Software development processes with new sets of activities for this paradigm are 
discussed.  
We applied CK-Metric suite [11] and Abreu’s MOOD [1] Metric suite to a model 
software component. It was found that the internal design of the software component 
lacks quality [19]. Designers of the component have not made use of the features of 
the object oriented methodology. In future any change or extension of the component 
will require more effort.  
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Abstract. With increasing demands on vehicle safety together with
the steep growth in software-controlled functions in contemporary vehi-
cles, the demand for a software-focused development model becomes ever
more apparent. There are a number of automotive-domain-specific obsta-
cles that prevent development methods from keeping up with the current
trends in more traditional software intensive areas. This paper outlines an
empirical research project that focuses on introducing relevant concepts
from MDSD to the automotive software development process applied at
Volvo Car Corporation in order to raise the level of abstraction during
software development. The anticipated outcome of this project is a new
method for working with model-based software projects with particular
focus on non-functional safety requirements.
Key words: Automotive; Model Driven Engineering; Requirements En-
gineering
1 Introduction
Future vehicles are predicted to contain increasing amounts of software that will
provide unique functions and features built using parts common to several man-
ufacturers. Vehicle safety systems are no exception, and since the reliability of
software components has different characteristics than the reliability of hardware
(both electronic and mechanical) components, new challenges arise.
Vehicle safety measures have been an ongoing research area since the 1950’s
with the introduction of seat belts as a standard feature. Such passive, or sec-
ondary, safety features [1] aim at minimizing the damage once an accident is
considered unavoidable. The introduction of software-controlled functionality in
vehicles opens up possibilities for primary safety [1] functions that, in more or
less autonomous ways, assist the driver in preventing accidents from happening.
The ASIS (Algorithms and Software for Improved Safety) project at Volvo
Car Corporation (VCC) intends to introduce systems for sophisticated primary
safety, such as it is described in [2], by combining many different sources of
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information to create a higher fidelity perception of the current situation in order
to provide accident detection and prevention subsystems with higher detailed
data for more reliable decision-making.
An active safety system will to a large extent be controlled by software [3–6],
which in turn will put high demands on the development models used. These
demands include qualities such as:
– Allowing for modelling of functionality at a high abstraction level with a
clear and preferably automatic mapping to code such as ones introduced in
Model Driven Software Development (MDSD) [7]
– Allowing for continuous forward and backward traceability throughout the
process, from requirements all the way to testing and back
This paper is structured as follows: the next section will outline some of the
challenges apparent in the current development process and also briefly suggest
expected benefits, should the research find alternative ways of handling those
challenges. The paper will then present the approach we intend to take and also
some expected results.
2 Problem Description - Challenges and Research Focus
It has been estimated that about 10% new functionality is introduced in each new
car model. 80% of the new functionality is realized through software, still only
10% of the software is reused between car models [5]. There are many reasons
behind the low degree of code reuse, e.g. suppliers of car parts (like ABS) develop
most of the code themselves and usually keep the intellectual property (IP), the
final code is often heavily optimized for the hardware used, changes in electrical
architecture may make the code obsolete.
The overall goal and main focus for research is how to increase the reuse of
software and enable using software as the main factor adding functionality to
new cars as opposed to today where software is to a large extent developed and
delivered bundled with the hardware. We intend to apply concepts from MDSD
[7] to raise the abstraction level and introduce automated model transformations
refining the code for various platforms. In our research up to the point, we have
identified the following issues which we intend to address:
– Development and integration of heterogeneous subsystems: The di-
versity of types of software in cars is growing, the usual types are: infotain-
ment, hard real-time and safety relevant systems [4]. To make these systems
operate and interoperate seamlessly and safely, a joint information model
and common non-functional safety requirements are needed.
– Shared data model: One obstacle in raising the abstraction level and also
separating different types of subsystems is there is no central, shared and
stable data model, although data is produced by many different subsystems
and also used by different parts of the vehicle. The lack of common data
model and central data storage has the effect that it may require major
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architecture changes even for minor changes in functionality. The ongoing
AUTOSAR [8] initiative intends to address this problem.
– Suppliers and tier X components: Software is to a large extent written
by suppliers and often delivered as black-box components together with the
complete mechanical/electric parts. The proprietary software sealed in parts
makes it hard to specify common and reusable non-functional requirements
(as these are usually proprietary to the supplier too). In consequence, this
adds yet another factor making reuse harder.
– Price-per-unit cost model: The standard cost model used in the automo-
tive industry in general, and VCC is no exception, has the manufacturing
price-per-unit as a central measurement [5]. The effect of having a huge
number of units produced, which dwarfs the cost of engineering efforts in
comparison [4], is that any cost savings in material and manufacturing that
can be made, even at the expense of good software engineering practice will
likely be justified. There is a need to illustrate how additional spending on
vehicle computer resources can be justified, not only through lower future
software engineering costs, but also through increased possibilities for the de-
velopment of more sophisticated functionality with less engineering efforts.
– Conceptual gap between model and implementation: Often qualities
such as maintainability and reusability are outweighed by a combination
of extreme ones like reliability and performance/cost. This has the effect
that software is developed at a low level, close to the hardware, which in
turn makes the implementation susceptible to any future low level changes
and also makes reuse of components hard. This becomes apparent when
the model of a component needs to be changed or replaced during the life-
cycle of a vehicle model. There is a need to explore a framework that binds
high level object-oriented models tighter together with the mostly procedural
implementation.
– Challenging life cycle: A car model is typically in development for 7-8
years, in production for an additional 6 years and expected to get service
and support by the aftermarket for another 10-15 years [5]. During the life
cycle of a car model, much of the electronics in the car will be updated or
replaced. These are problems that are present throughout the life cycle of a
vehicle model:
– The hardware that is used in the development of the vehicle model may
not be the same as the one used in production.
– During the production of the car model, parts of the hardware may be dis-
continued for many reasons; e.g. new generations of the same parts emerge,
the supplier may go out of business etc.
– During the very long aftermarket period, hardware parts are very likely
to be discontinued or at least changed.
This calls for more effective software development methods providing pos-
sibilities for ”quick” porting of software into new platforms. The notion of
model transformations and model-independence (central in Model Driven
Architecture [9–11]) will be used to achieve such goals.
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The above points are planned to be addressed in the ASIS project as part of this
doctoral thesis.
3 Research Approach
As this project is conducted in cooperation with VCC, we will follow an empir-
ical software engineering approach. In particular we plan to conduct a series of
interviews in order to identify the source of underlying problems at the company,
develop solutions and experiment to validate our solutions. We intend to follow
the conceptual research process as presented in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Conceptual research process ([12, 13])
During this process we expect to incorporate several empirical research meth-
ods: case studies (including prototyping), experiments, and surveys. In the initial
phase, we will conduct a series of case studies to identify and prioritize improve-
ment issues in the development of software-intensive primary safety systems.
By combining the principles of MDSD and requirements engineering methods,
we intend to address the problems of low software reuse between car types.
By enabling traceability of non-functional requirements in models, we intend to
decrease the effort required for developing safety-critical car systems.
As a first step a study of the current requirements engineering procedures will
be conducted. The objective with this study is to map the requirements flow and
refinement from top to bottom in order to identify key activities to use as basis
for how MDSD concepts can be applied. As part of that study the requirements
refinement process within each development level will also be examined.
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4 Expected Results
The expected result of this project is new methodology for working with non-
functional safety requirements in future software development projects within
the automotive industry. The methodology is required to have characteristics
such as:
– Object-oriented: The object-orientated paradigm is arguably required for
modelling at a higher abstraction level, especially when reusability of pro-
prietary code is involved.
– Model driven: models and model transformations are intended to increase
portability of software among various hardware platforms.
– Safety focused: the safety requirements are intended to be in the centre of
development efforts.
Validation of the results will be done through empirical studies throughout
the work in the project. We plan to use experiments whenever possible, both in
academia and in industry.
5 Related Work
The ATESST (Advancing Traffic Efficiency and Safety through Software Tech-
nology) project [14–17] examined ways of coping with with the complexity of
modelling requirements using UML as a notational language.
The AUTOSAR (Automotive Open System Architecture) project [8, 18] aims
at standardizing the architecture and the way components communicate with
eachother using a service oriented architecture.
Other related studies on requirements management include [19].
6 Summary
The last 20 years has shown a trend of steep increase in the amount of soft-
ware that is used for realizing functions in a vehicle, a trend which is expected
to continue. To cope with not only increasingly complex functions, but also in-
tegration of multiple subcomponents to synthesize new functionality without
compromising the very strict non-functional requirements that govern features
in the automotive industry, improved formal software development models are
required.
The research outlined in this paper intends to explore areas where concepts
from state-of-the-art software development models will have an improving effect
on development in the automotive domain.
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Abstract. Today’s exception handling mechanisms are insufficient for
meeting the dependability requirements of large and complex software
systems. In this paper a novel exception handling framework is intro-
duced. The framework includes a tool supporting developers in reasoning
about exception flow. Based on the exception flow analysis a novel fault
containment approach is proposed restricting the impact of uncaught
exceptions on the overall system.
1 Problem Description
Complex object-oriented software systems have to cope with an increasing num-
ber of exceptional conditions, raised by the environment or by faults persisting
in the software itself. Developing fault-free software is nearly impossible and
it’s unwise to assume that the environment in which software operates always
functions correctly [1]. Incorporating fault tolerance mechanisms into the sys-
tem architecture is essential to meet dependability-related system requirements.
Exception handling is one of the most important fault tolerance mechanisms for
detecting and recovering from errors, and for structuring fault tolerance activi-
ties in a system by separating normal and exceptional control flow structures.
In complex object-oriented systems often more than two-thirds of the appli-
cation code is devoted to detecting error conditions and to handling these erro-
neous situations [2]. Unfortunately, experience shows that especially exception
handling code carries a high risk of being erroneous. The reason is complex. It can
be partially attributed to human behavior and error-prone exception handling
mechanisms [1]. Furthermore tools supporting developers in reasoning about ex-
ception flow are missing. “Real world” examples such as the crash of the Ariane
5 [3] missile illustrate the possible impact of inappropriate exception handling
on the overall system dependability.
Although Java is closely related to the ideal exception handling model by
Garcia et al. [4] a closer look reveals many issues being the potential source of
problems. Uncaught exceptions are a main issue. Furthermore exception han-
dling effectiveness highly depends on the programming discipline, i.e. no com-
pulsory specification of all exceptions possibly propagated by a method, issues
related to type subsumption (e.g. implicit catches), long exception propagation
paths and sloppy handler design (e.g. empty handlers).
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This clearly illustrates the need for a systematic and defensive approach to
exception handling tackling two main aspects:
– Missing development tools supporting developers in reasoning about excep-
tions and exception flow
– Potentially catastrophic impact of uncaught exceptions
2 Goal Statement
The goal of this research is to tackle the two aspects stated above. Although in
programming languages such as Java compilers help in reasoning about exception
flow, this support is insufficient. Many problems related to type subsumption or
uncaught exceptions have to be detected and resolved by the developers man-
ually during the development process. Even in deployed software systems these
problems still persist undetected until they raise system failures. Especially in
todays large and complex systems, systems of systems, component architectures
or service oriented architectures reasoning about exception flow without proper
tool-support seems to be unmanageable. Tools supporting software developers in
this reasoning process by deriving exception propagation information from com-
ponent code are strongly required and help in designing robust software systems
by establishing sound exception handling mechanisms. Furthermore system run-
time mechanisms have to be made available to provide means for automatic fault
containment by building quarantine areas around “infected” data structures dur-
ing runtime. Exception propagation beyond certain system boundaries has to be
prohibited to contain the impact of uncaught exceptions. Components and data
structures affected by exceptions not handled appropriately have to be identified
and isolated during runtime. Access to the functionality provided by these data
structures has to be restricted dynamically to reduce error propagation.
Accordingly, an exception handling framework including two highly interde-
pendent and closely related approaches is proposed:
– Development of a graph-based static exception analysis tool for Java inte-
grated into the Eclipse development environment
– Development of a runtime system mechanism for Java containing the impact
of uncaught exceptions by prohibiting exception propagation and gracefully
degrading system functionality
3 Approach
Graph-based Exception Analysis – Supporting developers by analyzing compo-
nent code during compile-time to detect exception handling related problems is
the basic goal of the graph-based exception analysis approach. Static code anal-
ysis based on the abstract syntax tree (AST) of component code is applied. A
transparent representation of all exceptions possibly encountered within an arbi-
trary system scope is the outcome of such analysis. In object oriented program-
ming languages methods are a reasonable scope for exception handling analysis.
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Exceptions encountered within a scope comprise exceptions explicitly raised by
“throw”-statements, exceptions raised as the result of system operations, excep-
tions explicitly propagated from method calls and the set of uncaught exceptions
implicitly propagated from enclosed scopes. This approach is based on existing
exception flow analysis approaches [5–9].
To support static and dynamic reasoning about exception flow in the context
of object oriented software development, a general model of exception handling
structures is mandatory – the general exception model (GEM). The model cor-
relates exception handling structures in object-oriented languages that define
exceptions as objects to their occurrence in a program’s calling hierarchy. The
goal of the model is to provide a unified basis for discussing problems related to
the design, implementation, and maintenance of exception-handling structures,
and for the analysis that can help alleviate these problems. The model is focused
on the description of possible exception flows in a program. The general excep-
tion model is easily applicable to the Java programming language. The GEM is
adapted from work by Robillard/Murphy [7] and Schaefer/Bundy [8]. A GEM-
instance represents the information required to identify a program’s exception
flow. A data structure intuitively suitable to represent this information is a di-
rected labeled graph – the exception propagation graph (EPG). The graph can
be derived from a program’s abstract syntax tree. The EPG represents a pro-
gram’s calling hierarchy and correlates exception structures (i.e. possibly raised
exceptions and exception handlers) to their occurrence in the calling hierarchy.
To properly reflect exception flow in the graph structure the graph is annotated.
Nodes and edges are extended with exception path information (EPI) identifying
all possible exception propagation paths from lower level nodes to the root node
(system entry point).
Most integrated development environments such as Eclipse use abstract syn-
tax trees (AST) as internal object representations of program code. Naviga-
tion and editing program code, for example, are performed based on this AST-
representation. The proof of concept for the approach briefly described above
is based on Eclipse framework’s DOM representation (Eclipse’s AST) of Java
code. The prototypical exception analyzer is realized as an Eclipse plug-in and
is tightly integrated into the Eclipse platform providing precise exception flow
information for program code. The exception analyzer prototype is presently
being implemented.
Fault Containment and Graceful Degradation in the Presence of Uncaught Ex-
ceptions – Todays exception handling mechanisms exclusively located at the
application level are highly error-prone. A default exception handling mecha-
nism located at the runtime level protecting the application from the impact
of uncaught exceptions is missing. An exception handling framework (exception
guard) prohibiting exception propagation beyond well-defined system points and
gracefully degrading system parts affected by uncaught exceptions is proposed.
The framework is based on the EPG gained from the static code analysis.
Components are a reasonable scope for prohibiting exception propagation. A
vital feature of any sound exception handling mechanism is the differentiation
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between internal exceptions to be handled inside the scope and the external ex-
ceptions which are propagated outside the scope [10]. For every exception raised
during runtime, a system’s EPG can be used to determine if an appropriate
handler exists within the same scope without propagating the exception up the
call stack. Internal exceptions identified as uncaught exceptions are converted
into default external exceptions, declared in the component signature by de-
fault. Component parts affected by uncaught exceptions have to be gracefully
degraded. Access to these component parts are either restricted or prohibited.
“Erroneous” object instances are identified by combining static information rep-
resented by the EPG with runtime information. Exception raising system states
are analyzed by investigating call stack information and object states. This in-
formation can be used to identify potential error-raising conditions and prevent
future exception occurrences. A prototypical implementation of the exception
guard is subject of ongoing work. Systematic fault injection into sample appli-
cations will be used to evaluate the framework comparing application behavior
with and without support by the framework.
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Abstract. Relationships have been an essential component of OO de-
sign since the 90s and, although several groups have attempted to rectify
this, mainstream OO languages still do not support first-class relation-
ships. This requires programmers to implement relationships in an ad-hoc
fashion which results in unnecessarily complex code. We have developed
a new model for relationships in OO which provides a better abstraction
than existing models provide. We believe that a language based on this
model could bring the benefits of relationships to mainstream languages.
1 Problem Description
Object-oriented practitioners are frequently faced with a dilemma when they de-
sign and implement object-oriented systems: modelling languages describe object
systems as a graphs of objects connected by relationships [2, 9], but most object-
oriented languages have no explicit support for relationships. This results in a
trade-off between high-level models which are de-coupled from their implementa-
tions and low-level models which are confusing to use as they contain irrelevant
detail.
There have been many proposals for adding relationship support to object-
oriented languages. Rumbaugh proposed a language with relationship support in
1987 and there has been a recent resurgence interest with proposals for language
extensions [1, 3, 10] and library support [6, 7].
The potential benefits of such support are clear: improved traceability be-
tween design and implementation, reduced boilerplate code, better program un-
derstanding by programmers, and the opportunity to introduce new high-level
language features such as queries, relationship (function) operations, and pro-
gram structure constraints.
In spite of the clear advantages of relationship support none of the solutions
proposed so far have achieved widespread use, and while this may be due to
limited time and exposure we believe that existing solutions fail to capture the
intent of object-oriented models and so fail to realise those advantages.
We intend to address the disconnect between object-oriented design and im-
plementation by rethinking the way object-oriented languages are structured.
Rather than adding relationships to existing language models [1, 3, 6, 7, 10] we
propose that existing language models should be re-factored to support relation-
ships as a primary metaphor.
2 Goal Statement
Our goal is to address the disconnect between object-oriented design and im-
plementation by rethinking the way object-oriented languages are structured.
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Fig. 1. The three tiers in our relationship system. The bottom tier (object tier) de-
scribes the objects in the system. The middle (link tier) adds the links between objects,
and the top (relationship tier) describes properties of groups of objects and links, in-
cluding roles, relationship constraints, and collections.
This will allow us to realise the advantages long promised by relationships and
introduce new high-level language features such as relationship queries, rela-
tionship (function) traversal operations, and program structure constraints. We
have developed a new model for the object-oriented paradigm which focuses on
relationships rather than objects.
3 Relationship Model
Typical relationship systems introduce relationships or associations (class level)
which describe links, or groups of links in implementation (object level)[1, 3, 7,
6, 8, 10]. We believe that these systems do not adequately describe relationships
because they either fail to consider groups of links at the implementation level
or focus on groups of links (relationships) at the expense of the individual link
at the modelling level. This introduces confusion in the literature because it is
not clear whether a relationship is a link or a group of links, and whether the
term can be used at the modelling or the implementation level, or both.
We believe that by modelling objects, links, and relationships separately as
classes, associations and relations, the resulting system will be easier to under-
stand and consequently easier for programmers to use. To clarify the distinctions
between the model elements we introduce a three tiered system for describing
programs which is shown in Figure 1.
Object Tier The object tier consists of objects (modelled by classes), similar
to the objects defined in traditional object-oriented models. Objects may have
state and behaviour, but they may not communicate with other objects on this
tier unless there is a strong composition relationship between them. This ensures
that more complex relationships are moved up into the relationship tier.
Link Tier The next tier of our relationship system builds on the objects and
classes defined in the object tier by adding connections (links) between objects
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described as associations between classes. An association between classes in this
system indicates that the classes are related in some way. For example, an as-
sociation between the classes Person and Course indicates that people may be
linked with courses.
Links are immutable tuples containing one instance (object) from every class
in their association, similar to Vaziri et al.’s relations [10]. Unlike Vaziri et al.’s
relations, our links may not have any state or behaviour associated with them.
This removes a lot of the complexity of associations in UML and other systems
which makes them easier to describe and understand. For example, there is no
distinction between sub-typing and subsetting of associations in this system:
an association between subtypes is naturally a subset of the related association
between super-types because all possible tuples in the subtype association are
also tuples in the super-type association. Instead of having complex associations,
we introduce an additional modelling element.
Relationship Tier Relationships, introduced at the third tier of our system,
are sets of links which have type and identity. For example, we can describe
the notion of people attending courses as a subset of people and a subset of
courses which are linked by some subset of the possible links between the set of
people and the set of courses. Relationships exist as runtime entities modelled
by ’relations’.
Unlike links and associations, which have the same type if they have the
same type parameters (participants), relationships have a type defined by their
relation in the same way as objects have a type defined by their class. For
example, there may be two relationships between People and Courses, one of
type ”Attends” and the other of type ”Teaches”. These can even contain the
same links but are not equivalent because they have incompatible type. There
may even be two instances of type ”Attends” which contain the same links and
are not equivalent: relationships have independent identity in the same way as
objects.
In addition to defining relationships between objects, relations may also de-
fine roles for the objects and associations which participant in them. Roles are
like dynamic mixins; they define state and behaviour for objects (or links) sepa-
rate from the object’s class which is added to the object at runtime. The role is
associated both with the class of objects (e.g. Person) and the relation of rela-
tionships (e.g. Attends) and adds functionality to the objects which participate
in the relationship at runtime. For example, a person who is attending courses
is a student. This does not subsume the identity of the person — the person
may exist in other relationships which are unrelated to their role as a student.
Rather, the role of a person as a student adds more functionality to the person:
in the context of the person as a student they may have a student id, enrolment
details, and functionality for calculating fees. These details are irrelevant outside
of the student context and they do not affect the identity of the person however,
so it does not make sense to include them in the standard definition of a stu-
dent. Roles may also be defined for links and relationships (if the relationship is
a participant in this relationship).
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The three levels of abstraction which we identify are typically collapsed into
a single level in the object-oriented paradigm. This causes interwoven, fragile
code which is confusing to create and to maintain. The dependence of some
object state and behaviour on relationships is seldom recognised because object-
oriented programming languages obscure relationship concerns by describing
their implementation rather than their intention. Even languages which do ad-
dress relationships as separate entities fail to separate the behaviour associated
with relationships from the classes [8, 3], or lose the association between the state
and behaviour, and the objects with which it is associated [5, 7]. We believe that
our relationship system simplifies the categorisation of behaviour as object, link,
or relationship (role) behaviour and provides a more natural way to describe the
related behaviour than Aspect-Oriented programming [4].
4 Validation
To validate our model we plan to use it to develop a language. We will present
a grammar for the language, provide typing rules and semantics, and we will
provide proofs of type safety, soundness and correctness. We will also provide
an implementation of the language. This will highlight any practical problems
with the language which are not apparent from the theoretical model. The im-
plementation will consist of a compiler and a library system which will allow
programs to be written in our language. Finally, we will conduct various case
studies; implementing different systems in our language and others so that we
can make comparisons between them.
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Abstract. Since the beginning of computer science, raising the abstrac-
tion level of software systems has been a continuous goal. One of the
newest developments in this direction has lead to the usage of models
and modeling languages in software development processes since soft-
ware models are abstract representations of software systems which can
be used to describe different aspects of the software systems at a higher
abstraction level. Currently, in addition to documentation purposes mod-
els are increasingly used to generate and integrate parts of the software
systems that they describe. In model-driven engineering these processes
are referred to as model transformations and are executed by model
transformation tools. As a consequence of the usage of models as input
to model transformation tools, formal modeling languages and formal
transformation definition techniques are needed in order to automati-
cally translate between (and integrate) models. Therefore, a major focus
of our research is on the formalization of modeling and model transfor-
mation in the generic formalism, Diagrammatic Predicate Logic (DPL)
which is based on graph theory and category theory. This paper provides
an overview of the state-of-the-art of our ongoing research on analysis of
modeling and model transformations based on the DPL framework.
1 Introduction and Motivation
Models, model transformations and automatization of model transformations
are key issues in the emergent approach of software development process, which
is standardized by the Object Management Group (OMG) as Model Driven
Architecture (MDA) [4]. In the MDA approach, building an application starts
with a (set of) platform-independent models (PIM) in which the structure, logic
and behavior of the application are specified. The PIMs are then transformed
by transformation tools to a set of platform-specific models (PSM). These PSMs
are used as input to code-generation tools which automatically create software
systems based on the input models [3].
In MDA, model transformation is the generation of a target model from
a source model [3]. These transformations are executed in transformation pro-
cesses. Each transformation process is described by a transformation definition,
which in turn consists of a set of transformation rules. The transformation def-
inition is written in a transformation definition language. The transformation
rules define how (and which) constructs from the source model are transformed
to (which) constructs in the target model.
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Several languages, approaches and tools for the definition of models and
model transformations have emerged in the last years due to their usage in
model-driven engineering. However, many of these modeling and transforma-
tion languages are either not sufficiently formalized or very complicated (text-
based) or both, which makes writing formal models difficult and error-prone
[2]. Moreover, since software models are graph-based, modeling languages which
use string-based logic (e.g. first order logic) may fail to express all properties of
software systems in an intuitive way without flattening the so-called conceptual
two-dimensionality of the domain that they specify. Examples of these domains
are entities and relationships, objects and links, states and transitions etc. Thus,
diagrammatic modeling seems to be a reasonable approach for modeling software
systems since it is graph-based – making the relation between the syntax and
semantics of models more compact –, and nonetheless, it is easier for domain
experts to understand [9].
However, diagrammatic modeling languages are considered more difficult to
formalize than text-based languages, therefore, diagrammatic languages often
use text-based languages to define constraints and system properties that are
difficult to express by their own syntax and semantics, e.g. the combination of
UML and OCL which is suggested by OMG as a specification formalism for
the definition of PIMs [3]. This turns models to a mixture of text and diagrams
which is often difficult for non-experts to evaluate and understand, i.e. the models
loose their simplicity and high level of abstraction which are the most appealing
features of modeling.
2 The Goals and Approaches of our Project
Our general idea is to develop and use a diagrammatic formalism to define
and reason about models and model transformations. Therefore, a major focus
of our research is on the analysis of diagrammatic modeling, MDA and model
transformations based on a clean mathematical foundation. This includes the
analysis of some of the existing approaches, languages and tools which are used
in model-driven engineering. Further, based on this analysis and due to the needs
arising during the development of a well-structured and well-founded approach to
diagrammatic modeling and model transformation, we adapt and further develop
the theoretical foundations.
Our project involves an inter-disciplinary research where both theoretical
computer scientists and software engineers are working together to solve practi-
cal and theoretical problems. The challenge is to establish a common conceptual
platform between the theoreticians and the software engineers to enable discus-
sions about these problems. We have made a stepwise progress which started
by studying the basics of Category Theory, Graph Theory, MDA and model
transformations. Now we are studying some existing tools and approaches that
are directly related to MDA, especially tools that are based on graph trans-
formations and OMG standards. After understanding the principles of these
approaches, we compare them with each other and find the commonality and
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differences between them. At the same time, we study some typical cases where
model transformations are used and we have decided to use class diagram to
database scheme transformation in our case study. Based on our preliminary
investigations and analysis, we decided to use the Eclipse Modeling Framework
(EMF) as the basis for our implementations. We chose EMF because of the clear
semantics of Ecore, which is the metamodel of EMF models. Moreover, EMF is
an open source initiative and many of the existing tools are implemented as
plug-ins to Eclipse. Currently, we are working on the design of a toolset that
will exploit the proposed mathematical foundation which is intended to be our
formalization approach.
Our approach is based on the generic formalism Diagrammatic Predicate
Logic (DPL) [9,8]1. We consider DPL a suitable specification formalism to de-
fine diagrammatic modeling languages with a strong mathematical foundation,
first, because models and metamodels in MDA are graph-based, and also because
DPL is based on Graph Theory and Category Theory (CT), which is the mathe-
matics of diagrammatic notations. Further adaptations of DPL have shown that
it is also a promising approach for the formalization of model transformations
[5]. Graph Theory is already used as a basis for modeling and model transforma-
tions. The concepts of typing and typed graphes are used frequently in software
engineering communities to talk about metamodels and their instances, respec-
tively. In addition, graphical model transformations are often linked to graph
transformations and several implementations of triple graph grammars (TGG)
are discussed in the literature.
DPL is a graph-based specification format that takes its main ideas from
both categorical and first-order logic (FOL), and adapts them to SE needs [9]. In
DPL, software models are represented by diagram specifications. These diagram
specifications are structures which consist of a graph G and a set of diagrams
in G which are labeled with predicates from a predefined signature [6]. Each
labeled diagram corresponds to a constraint. The notion of labeled diagrams is
nothing but a graph-based analog of a logical formula whose arity is a graph
instead of a set. In DPL, each modeling language corresponds to a modeling
formalism which consists of a signature and a diagram specification; where the
signature corresponds to language constructs and the diagram specification spec-
ifies the metamodel of the language. The DPL formalism is a generalization and
adaptation of the categorical sketch formalism where signatures are restricted
to a limited set of predicates: limit, colimit and commutative diagrams [7]. This
generalization is necessary to make DPL suitable for use in SE.
Research in the field of model transformations has shown that model trans-
formation approaches are categorized into relational, where logic programming
is used to express relations between models; graphical, which is based on the the-
ory of graph-transformations; and hybrid, which is a mixture of both [1]. DPL
can be seen as a natural enhancement of the graphical approaches which extends
1 The DPL framework is called Generalized Sketches in previous publications, however,
since the concept of "sketch" is misleading in SE, the name of the formalism is
changed to DPL.
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these approaches by a graph-based specification formalism and a corresponding
graph-based logic, which is also part of our ongoing project.
The goals of our project are summarized as follows:
– development and adaptation of the theory of DPL and exploit these theories
for the definition of diagrammatic specifications,
– analysis of the metamodel of EMF and relational database systems as dia-
gram specifications in the DPL formalism and the transformation between
them as case-studies, and,
– design and implementation of a framework for model-driven development
that uses properties and capabilities from DPL.
The framework will consist of modeling tools, code-generation facilities and
transformation definition tools. The modeling tools will be used to specify both
signatures and diagram specifications, i.e. both models and modeling formalisms.
The code-generation and model transformation tools will be used to define and
execute model-to-code and model-to-model transformations, respectively. By de-
veloping tools that support DPL as a generic pattern for specifying and develop-
ing diagrammatic specification techniques and transformations between them,
we can evaluate and exploit the practical values of DPL in many aspects of
modeling and MDA.
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